Fluorescence as an alternative to light-scatter gating strategies to identify frozen-thawed cells with flow cytometry.
Flow cytometry is a key instrument in biological studies, used to identify and analyze cells in suspension. The identification of cells from debris is commonly based on light scatter properties as it has been shown that there is a relationship between forward scattered light and cell volume and this has become common practice in flow cytometry. Cryobiological conditions induce changes in cells that alter their light scatter properties. Cells with membrane damage from freeze-thaw stress produce lower forward scatter signals and may fall below standard forward scatter thresholds. In contrast to light scatter properties that cannot identify damaged cells from debris, fluorescent dyes used in membrane integrity and mitochondrial polarization assays are capable of labeling and discriminating all cells in suspension. Under cryobiological conditions, isolating cell populations is more effectively accomplished by gating on fluorescence rather than light scatter properties. This study shows the limitations of using forward scatter thresholds in flow cytometry to identify and gate cells after exposure to a freeze-thaw protocol and demonstrates the use of fluorescence as an alternative means of identifying and analyzing cells.